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红色  //  R E D
new year, when the house
is washed aglow 
  with light
by which mother bore us
lotus feet and almond eyes
paler than grains of  sand
phoenix rising again,

  and again
lips pursed, tongues tied
in knots, your dreams are
ours, their dreams are ours
reflections only show me

  father, 
smile mirroring mine
has said time and again
however far we travel 
we will always be
  

  Home.

- Anneka Hon

whose world am I
your fingers moulded to a face fresh with god 
hailed the sight of  skin deleted from my lips 
unravelling from a smile. we lived where we trod 
and you endured for a moment - admiring my hips 
tangled bushes and thorns in my hair and said I 
reek from a tongue sweating with ample worships. 
ours is a body overflowing with anaemic fruit 
over-ripened and overwrought papayas, plums and 
star apples gardened by the fingers of  a brute. 
silence strummed my ribs with your aching thumb 
numbing me to sticky lies and a deep delicious song
while I slept, you mined for gold in my gums

- Chante Young
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Contactless

Is that a book under the blanket there? Do I see the edge of  a black spine, still glossy in places, maybe 500 leaves 
thick? A classic. Have I read it? Do you mind if  I turn it over, read the title?

Who gave it to you? I mean, you didn’t buy it... did you?

Were you grateful? Was it useful? Or did you carry it from your other life, your child home? Where as a teenager you 
lay on the couch in a warm lounge every Sunday afternoon, untroubled yet by money, failure, expectation or the recurring storms of  your 
own mind. 

Does it take you back, this book? Does it insulate you against the cold stone, help you shake off  the strong cider that a passer-by 
kicked into your face just the other day, crushing the tin against your dirty jaw?  Does it remove you from risk and disease and 
spiked offerings?

I think it’s a Dickens, maybe Dostoyevsky. I see a familiar formation of  letters reflected in the high shine of  my 
spotless shoe. The toe cap that on another foot might fly at you for spoiling the clean lines of  the subway.

I am not inclined to crouch and talk and make a bond; my heart has been hidden behind the flinty coat of  
convention for too long. I have a meeting to attend by 8AM, and the route is getting busy. Life flows, giving us a 
wide berth.

But the book... it’s an isthmus that connects your life to mine. We have existed in the same imaginary world, and 
we have shared the emotions that swirl there. We were both taught to find solace in words. And that is all. Still you 
sleep. You are a night animal.

I’d leave some change but I rarely use money, nowadays. It’s all cards and swipe and airwaves ; no contact.

No contact here, beneath the city.

- Philip Berry

Stairway to Heaven

He stole our stairs.

Plank by plank. His angry fist clutching each Popsicle stick riser for just a moment, snapping it into splinters. Nail 
by nail, shrapnel bits flying cartoonishly out into the cul-de-sac. A row of  school pictures with bad haircuts and 70s 
double knit blouses tossed around like used Kleenex.

There was no way to reach the attic or the dark cellar where raccoons and daddy long-legs hid and prayed together. 
There was nowhere to hide from his wrath and yet we tried. Huddled together, we sang in our bathtub Titanic. The 
porcelain tile cold against our matching floral nightgowns, rag curls twisted too-tight for Sunday morning services. 

We listened for his departure as we had many times before. With a final stomping thud, he was gone and only 
summer rain tap-danced an SOS on the red corrugated tin roof. 

We crawled out of  the tub, a hunched sister trio with wide, sleepy eyes. The door to one shattered stair, and a wet 
brick path thrown into yellow dandelions.

“Mama!” Caroline called into the fake sunny sky. 

She was too young and too sleepy to realize he’d taken her away too. Hester and I knew. We sat down on what he 
had left us of  2014 Springstead Drive and began pulling curls down around her face. 

“Do I look pretty?” she asked.

I nodded my head  and continued making her golden curls just like mama had taught us. We wouldn’t be the only 
barefooted orphans at Sunday services that day. 

- Amy Barnes 
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Perennial Requiem - By Sara Dobbie

     Early morning and I’m in my garden. Knees pressing into soil, hands already black. The withered remnants 

of  summer flowers are covered in fallen leaves. I pull away the dead blooms, crouched down with the worms and 

beetles like a burrowing animal. Covered in muck, but it doesn’t matter, the dirt is a cleanser. Just picture the tulips in 

springtime. Showy, she used to call them, like a girl in her Sunday best. Impressive, he would have said, put them in the front 

yard for a cluster of  color. I will, I say, burying the bulbs deep.

     My grandmother was the patron saint of  all things growing, protector of  plants and small children. My grandfather 

was the weeder, waterer, fixer of  broken things and friend to animals.

     This garden exists because of  them, these leafy fingers pointing up from the ground were carted from their yard to 

mine in old shoe boxes. Handpicked for me, stowed in the trunk of  their car. Put that one in a sunny spot, she would tell 

me, but this one needs shade. Lots of  water for the hostas if  you want results. Yes, I would agree, but this garden will never be 

like yours, will it? It will take years and years.

     Shadows lengthen to stretch across the grass, a patchwork of  bright spots and dark tendrils. It’s good to be outside, 

to smell the damp earth, to listen to the soft cooing of  doves. There is one in the birdbath, preening in the sunlight, 

his mate on the ground in the periwinkle. She poses as still as a statue amid the shining green leaves covering the 

ground, the tiny purple flowers. Or are they blue? Myrtle, my grandmother called it. Vinca.

     She doesn’t come to tell me the names anymore. Tiger lily, snapdragon, primrose, forget-me-not. Beautiful names from 

olden times, passed down through generations; Phlox, morning glory, cosmos. The cardinals love the black-eyed-susans, the 

hummingbirds will come for the trumpet vine. She summoned the birds with flowers for him to watch with binoculars.

     She came from a farm in Nova Scotia, the mythical land of  the sea, where schooners float in the ocean as seagulls 

swoop over the shrinking tide. Where families across the fields had ten boys to choose a husband from. Married and 

moved across the provinces, taking a clipping of  her mother’s myrtle to plant on an empty plot of  land in Ontario.

     What was it like to leave everything behind, to become a pioneer, planting gardens as he nailed down planks and 

plywood? To live in unfinished rooms, painting, sewing, making something from nothing? Did they know that the 

myrtle would spread as far as it did, mingling with all the seeds she planted into a garden with enough flowers to fill 

every summer, ever after?
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     Myrtle; a creeping ground cover, common periwinkle, littorina littorea. Spreading along the back of  the house, 

a beautiful blanket, a new spring coat. How often did their children step on the myrtle to peep in the window, 

crouching to snake their hands through its leaves to find a missing marble? It is resilient, enduring the children. 

It is clever, hibernating like a toad through winters of  bitter cold, lying under heaps of  snow. Waiting to emerge, 

spreading inch by inch, surrounding the house.

     I walk the floors of  that house in my dreams, white siding, green shutters. A white picket fence and great blue 

hydrangeas. I am a child, picking strawberries in the sunshine, gathering daisies for a bouquet. She is in the garden, 

digging, planting, weeding, trimming. He is turning old things into new things, making broken things work.

      He tacked an addition onto the back of  the house like she lengthened hems for growing children. A sun room 

with a view of  the gardens. A place to sit and look out at the flowers, to watch the birds. All this remains, though 

some others may inhabit it soon. Strange to think of  these unknown people, these purchasers of  the property, sitting 

in that sunroom. Wondering about the people who built the house, unaware of  the sixty years they spent there until 

they died.

     Will these new dwellers realize that the plant they’ve noticed creeping out from under the sunroom to fill the 

flower bed is doing so against incredible odds? Someone should tell them that the sunroom was built on top of  the 

first garden, right on top of  that myrtle which hailed from the distant Maritimes. That many years went by as the 

myrtle, having already been uprooted and carried halfway across the country, slowly spread underneath the structure, 

unwilling to remain in the dark.

     They won’t know how my grandparents ferried the myrtle safely to my garden. How they came here and planted 

it for me. How I feared the myrtle would not take root, and waited years before it finally began to creep along, just as 

they told me it would. How each spring I dig up pieces of  it, moving it here and there, hoping it will be everywhere.

     Will I ever place a piece of  it carefully in a shoebox and tell my husband to put it in the trunk of  the car? 

Then we could become the carriers, the transporters, the time travelers. Will I hand the shoe box to my daughter, 

granddaughter even? I must remember to tell her to plant the myrtle where it has room to spread.

     Evening now and I’m still in the garden. Dinners are cooking, screen doors closing. Mosquitoes prey upon 

innocent people. I want to find the nest of  the doves to lay down in, to spy on the night creatures. I wonder if  

the skunks and raccoons nose through my travelling myrtle, looking for some lost thing as I do. Perhaps they can 

communicate in their animal language with the doves, who must know where to find what I am missing.
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An Ideal Divorce

An ideal divorce is labour,
a separation of  households
both retaining dignity
as one is removed,
their presence extinguished.
What once was home
is stripped to utility,
a shrine to memory lost.

An ideal divorce is civil,
where rage must be internal
for the sake of  the children,
for the sake of  negotiations,
as Summer becomes a sale,
your house now a museum
for all to scrutinise,
as they redefine your home.

An ideal divorce is a holding pattern
in pursuit of  stranger validation,
while they measure for grand pianos,
their children’s nursery needs
and whether your life was enough
to meet their desired image. 
You’re now a display
until a buyer lets you go.

An ideal divorce is screaming
in silence during mediation,
loudly and far from your house
which even as you sleep within it, 
has passed into other hands
while you dream of  what was home.

- Giles Allen-Bowden

Is Coed 
 
A sudden thump against the glass, 
like finding someone 
when you thought you were alone. 
 
Outside, in front of  the reborn barn 
we called home, the bird 
on the ground, like a tiny wind-bent umbrella,  
 
eyes lidded, open-clawed, 
Aquila up close on its wing, 
its breast seeing stars.   
 
In the wood behind, 
cumulus bluebells 
stealing under the trees 
 
where one winter, 
when the heating stopped 
three foxes filed, ochre on snow. 
 
Is Coed. 
Between the sparrow-brown sea and the road. 
My father stacked logs, set stones in damp Gwent. 
My mother sanded our table, planted bulbs. 
 
The starling and I, now flown 
from this chirping, knotted place, 
struck still 
by its weathers.

- Laura Wainwright 
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The Eighth Move

The first one was the Hospital-
they knocked it down a few years later because of  government cuts.
They drugged my mother and sliced at her swollen belly, the baby that wasn’t 
meant to be.

Moved to a house in the suburbs with a little pond in the back 
Winnie the Pooh wallpaper adorned the bedroom where, to father’s dismay, I 
smothered myself  in yoghurt.

When baby Tinkerbell came, we moved again to a house with a big garden all 
around.
I cried the first night after waking from a bad dream that the long grass swallowed 
me up.
The kitchen was tiny and I was in there looking for biscuits
when Tinkerbell’s pretty little head smashed on the stairs. 

I wept and wept when mummy said we were moving to the sea
but when we packed up and left I found home in a pink fairy room
which years later I would sneak boys into, door kept open 
we would hide behind the wardrobe and teach each other how to kiss. 

Eleven years passed and I moved out alone to the home 
with an abundance of  teens who like me didn’t know what they were doing.
I tried to boil pasta without water and I drank and I cried 
over my secret love affair which kept me on edge. 

I moved to a house which had mice in the kitchen and slug trails all over the carpet 
with a Christmas tree that stayed up till March. It was almost my final home after 
an October evening got too dark and we lost control and I cried in a single bed.

Fell into a house share where I woke to the smell of  bacon and eggs each morning,
whilst I ran up and down the stairs to earn tonight’s offering of  tomato soup
the kitchen cupboards filled with rice cakes and apples and instant porridge.

I dropped it all and left to a room with double beds, only ever sleeping on the floor. 
The view from the kitchen was sad: a big yellow skip and a kid, always alone, kick-
ing a football at a brick wall. Someone tore down the wall and he never came back.

They told me my next move was to a hospital as soon as a bed was free.
November nights, packed a suitcase and ran away,
The little game I’d been playing was coming to an end
the last move, out of  my control. 

-Iona Murphy
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Returning

The saddle of  Blencathra is bathed in cloud,
but a stripe of  light appears on the western horizon 
as if  to say ‘I am here, you are home’. 
Even under the brow of  storm, there is no malice here. 
Fingers of  snow cling to mountain gullies, 
and the rivers break free their spines from the morning chill.
I ease my body back into the cradle beneath the hillside;
into the groove of  rock and the well of  earth.
I cast off  the cloak, become whole again. 

- Jessica Wortley

failing to reach escape velocity

my childhood; a stone in my shoe,
a wallpapered memory, peeling;
trimming the lamps, and dimming
grandpa’s gas-mantled dusk.

rejecting today’s vermillion carpet,
unwelcome by the zinc bath boy;
the iced windows are, thoughtlessly,
not listening. they never did.

the hard slag tips’ strong foundation,
is ill-designed for building today;
they will not house my childhood.
false, they call back; false, false!

eyelid heavy, the village days wrap
up my today and throw it away.
the village ball and chain drags,
and i fall back as i always do.

- Jim Young

On the Security Cam
 
I surveilled
your tender circuit
from across the country:  

     kitchen,
 
                  courtyard,

          planter,

embedding sage, oregano, and 
thyme,
each within inches 

 of  the

 drip 

 drip 

 drip 

of  an irrigation line,  
love holding on tight 
inches under the surface 
before the brutal heat of  day.

- Alan Toltzis
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The View

We patched the broken dollhouse window
with baking foil, took a photograph.

Inside the tiny kitchen, the crinkled 
silver surface collected

colours in such a way that it looked
as though a little earthen path wound

quietly away among olive green plants.
I hope this is where the dollhouse family 

secretly spend their days.

- Lucy Whitehead

Robert Cannon

Inside

i’ve travelled for a long time looking
searching for places, people
bought a ticket to the past; travelled through
memories, gently uncovering foundations
digging for faith, connection
sometimes just digging to disturb the surface
to see what lies beneath
that is, until I hit rock, stopped
in my tracks, that jolt of  realisation
it was there all along, supressed
Home; my place, my entitlement to be happy
It’s inside of  me

- Karen Mooney 
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The Blue Water Tank

I reach through the gate and unhook the chain before pushing it open. It has dropped on its hinges so I have 
to lift it slightly to avoid getting it stuck on lumps of  grass. Instinctively, I turn and shut it after me, threading 
the chain back through the gate and hooking it through the catch. 

To my left is the old wood heap. There are still chopped logs stacked up ready to be brought inside and, fur-
ther away, larger logs waiting for the saw or axe. To my right is the old blue water tank. The blue has faded and 
in places rusted metal is showing through. Out of  habit I reach up and tap up the side listening for the hollow 
sound that will indicate the water level. I have to reach above my head before I hear it, less than a metre from 
the top. There must have been good rains this spring.

Following the path around the overgrown rose bed I have to gently move past long thorned branches. I can 
hear my father’s voice, 
“It’s a shame, they’re more briar than rose now”. 

Ahead of  me, I can see across the bottom paddock to Cargo Road and the foothills of  Mount Canobolas. 
Once, as a child I stood here next to the bare winter roses and watched the snow falling across the road. There 
was a jagged white line running across the Canobolas paddock marking the limit of  the snow fall. I stood 
watching until my mother came out looking for me and called me in to sit by the kitchen fire to thaw out.

After the rose bed, the path turns right and runs up to the back steps. The old oil tins full of  fuchsias sur-
round the concrete steps, overgrown like the roses but full of  late spring colour. The red door at the top of  
the steps beckons and I feel for the key in my pocket as I climb the four steps. I stop and turn looking out 
across the rose bed to the sheds and the shearing yard. 

Years ago, as a teenager, I stood in this same spot looking out over the empty shearing yard. I had just come 
in from shooting at tin cans in the back paddock. It was the first time I had been allowed to take the .22 out 
to the paddock by myself. As I cradled the rifle a large crow landed on a fence post in the shearing yard and 
turned its head eying me. I stared back and imagined bringing the rifle up to my eye, lining him up like he was 
an empty can, and pulling the trigger.

Instead I turned and went inside, locking the rifle in the cabinet in the milk room.

- Mark Roberts

 
Seth Crook
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The Abortionist

i want to write this poetry with images                     that convey how i am sitting myself
down on my shadows, soberly reflecting                  my nonexistence. i search everywhere
in my body & i find no label, no identity.                 there are no traces of  where i have been,
what i have felt, with whom i have intimated.          so i apologize to eggs forgotten inside
their mother's womb. i apologize to breath               that heaved itself  into the clobbering wind.

have you once tried to look over yourself,               like you'd pore over a book of  disinterest, 
amused that you are human, that you are                 a boy inside a bo(d)y, a hand-woven map?
last time i did, the mirrors denounced me                & i became a guest to the walls. goodbye
   to identities, i say. goodbye to recognitions.

& sometimes when i try to come to myself               again, i find myself  late, for the party must
have begun: the jarring sound in my ears,                the throttling cadences in my heartbeats,
the tale of  fog hanging around tomorrows.              what difference does it make? the sky laughs
its vastness upon me & i am an indigene                 to the birds. the earth gestures its spread
   at my feet & the road becomes my sanctuary.

my mind rusts as swiftly as it is polished                & it so happens that i did not intend to write
this poetry too dark to be spared by words.             & it so happens that each time i write, each 
time, life feeds my mind with purple wheat.           but I do not write for life. i write for bodies
embracing their blood in the dark, sharing              a bone by the roadside, attempting to claim 
   the self. i write for light thinking itself  in exile.

- Aremu Adams Adebisi

Seth Cook
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REPORT ON THE LAST VISIT

Plaster is hanging in the wallpaper.
Fittings rot.  
A ruin of  the 1950s, not the 1850s.

The lime mortar has gone,
every wooden edge seems wormy. 
Don't trust the floorboards. 

Here's the back door where she arrived, 
an autumn package,
a scrubbed orphan from Glasgow,

to be fed with cornflakes and water,
or curt instructions
to work or sleep before work.

Across the nearby sea loch
and so grandly visible in the day,
is the hat-box palace of  the aristocratic sisters:

where the party records played,
so audible in the evening, 
stripping-the-willow over the surface of  the water,

going round and round and round
like girls at play,
as if  everyone could dance at anytime.

"Is that bloody palace a ruin too?"
she asks me,
hoping.

"Even worse",
I tell her,
lying. 

- Brauch Mhor 

Placards of  Hate and Bigotry

After the church service had finished
they collected the placards 
which contained the slogans
of  hate and bigotry
and stood by the road to wave them
at the passing traffic.

This was such a common site
that their presence barely raised any comments
or honks of  car horns anymore, 
as if  the community had become numb
to the vile sentiments 
that the placards contained.

For a long time he had become indifferent
to the words on them,
the church services as well
that always contained references 
to fire and brimstone
didn’t rouse any interest for him anymore.

At the age of  just fifteen 
there was little he could do,
he had seen the fate of  others
who had challenged the teachings of  the church,
witnessed how they had been shunned 
and force to move from their homes.

To reveal to the church and his family
his real beliefs would be an enormous task,
he would have to keep them hidden
until he could find the courage
to take a stand against the loathing
that surrounded him.

- Rob McKinnon

Photography  - Jim Yonug
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letter to home from home

don't start that romancin with me
I didn't come down in the last shower 
oh sure it's great craic 
fiddle playin and unmerciful sessions 
til the livers are sent backpackin to dialysis 
pubwreck survivors sorry 
fodder for the AA
i'm fine where I am
there are sparrows in the lilac tree

don't I know full well there are 
women called Maura 
who step lightly on the lane
their cadence alone a bandage 
you didn't know you needed
bursts of  glory light in Connaught
can speed dial hope to 
a flummoxed soul

don't go Christy Moorin me now
you know I love Lisdoonvarna as much as 
anyone 
pride vomits up my migrant gut 
for Wilde and Beckett and Heaney
Brennan's batch
Packie Bonner 
and the Children of  Lir 
but as for the Weila Weila Waila 
you can tell your story walkin
the cherry blossom is in bloom

- Jemma Walsh

His Home

The church gaped, ruined black open.
A rotten tooth’s jagged silhouette
Standing proud in that night
No history left, just rot and decay.
 
But then I felt the stare
All that was left but I knew those eyes.
Once a meal a fellowship 
Now a solitary gaze, the plates long gone.
 
Here, from centuries of  meditation
Energy pools in nook and cranny 
Like free dreams for the taking.
 
They peer out of  the wall, 
Once a fresco, now a doe’s stare.
Amongst the dusty plaster, incomplete.
And old stone blocks undressed.
On uneven tiles, lives shuffled by
Dead leaves lie listless, ivy climbs on, 
Bright moon casts night shadows.
 
Even when broken down, the
Gods must be remade
To carry our long days and short years
In a universe shaped by physics.

- David Fry

Jim Young
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Being Your Daughter

My earliest memories are fragments. Tiny, shattered pieces of  a life that flash through my mind like splinters of  
light through coloured glass. Sometimes, when I was young and we were packing our belongings all over again, I 
would tell you about them. I embellished them, of  course, like children do. Turned them into stories to make you 
smile as you folded clothes, sorted papers, stacked your notebooks carefully in the trunk. An enamel bathtub (the 
one with the blue rim) became a ship that we sailed across a dangerous, freezing sea of  kitchen floor tiles. A co-
loured bauble at Christmas held an entire winter wonderland, if  only you knew how to enter it. The ginger cat with 
the three-bell collar, who never left my side during the day, became a tiger who stalked the streets of  Paris at night. 
You would laugh and tell me I’d inherited your imagination, and I loved that. More than anything, then, I wanted to 
be like you. 
There were some memories that didn’t need a story. Those were the ones that flashed brightest and kept me warm 
longest, but, even then,  I sensed that these were not ones to be dressed up, or even spoken aloud. The high-ceil-
inged room with tall windows and silver rooftops outside, on the top of  the world. Rays of  sunlight that marked 
time, rising in one corner of  the wooden floor and setting in another. The desk that held your typewriter - you nev-
er had to prop a notebook on your knees in bed. A woman’s voice. A woman’s laughter that sometimes you kissed. 
A woman’s arms that weren’t yours, holding me as I tried to walk. Brown eyes that danced, when both yours and 
mine are green. 
Those stayed in me, just as they did in you. We both knew that home had not always been hotels, small and dingy 
and cheap, or the small spaces offered by the few friends you had. We both preferred those - you had more room 
to work, and I didn’t usually have to invent other children to play with - but it made no difference, because your 
memories did not sparkle like mine did. There was always a moment when your eyes would disappear from behind 
your smile. Your mouth would set. You would look around, holding the latest room up by the scruff  of  its neck 
and comparing it to what you had lost, before setting it down with a sigh and reluctantly starting to unpack life into 
it. Clothes out, the past stored safely away. Until the next time. 
I never asked her name. There was no need. For you, home had always been more than four walls and a coloured 
bauble at Christmas.

- Elodie Barnes

Robert Cannon
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Losing our religion

When they leave they do not take the bible or the mirror. They no longer want to see their ancestors’ 
reflections in this broken-down building.

Their new house next door is white, double-storeyed, stands tall in the wind.

No more hunkering down from the weather, no more sharing their home with the cattle, no more in thrall 
to the ancient ways of  the island.

They leave the old house to the mice and the beetles, the silverfish as they creep along the floor. They 
enter a place with a shiny kitchen, a flat-screen TV, furniture from the mainland. Even the bible is new.  

‘Are ye happy?’

‘Aye, I’m happy.’

He remembers the wooden chair, shaped just so to his body, the breath of  the cow as she warmed a raw 
winter, the old bible thumbed to perfection, the Sundays full of  silence.

He finds himself  back in the old house when she’s out shopping. He touches the rough-hewn walls with 
a lover’s hand, gulps the damp air down, greedy for more. He finds the old bible and leafs through the 
damaged pages. 

He knows what his fingers are searching for – Hebrews 13:5. The page is blemished but still he remem-
bers — Keep your lives free from the love of  money and be content with what you have, because God has said, “Never will 
I leave you; never will I forsake you.”

He finds the ghost of  his reflection in the old de-silvered mirror and weeps. 

- Lynn Valentine

Gaynot Kane
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Maroon

The Ward radio becomes insular,
with no regular times or listings.
I’ve halfway-mastered my radio’s
dials and frequencies, the static

as brief  as car’s in a tunnel.
In the next room, the often placid
patient can’t control his.
Imagine a man marooned

on a desert island, or more likely
a sandbank at low tide.
When falling in a body of  water,
experts instruct counter-intuitive

stillness – to float. That fighting
our instincts and not the water
will help us survive. Who doesn’t wave, 
even when the sea is only at their feet?

Whether this man’s inner radio
malfunctions to deafening static 
in his panic, or voices from every 
channel morphing over each other,

I can only reckon, from my room,
where the volume and the on/
off  switch is receptive.
Caribbean Maroons have a name deriving

from household animals or slaves
which have gone feral, run wild,
like my friend screaming in the next room, 
abandoned in a crowded, accessible place.

- Carl Griffin

history lesson

will be would be am and was
walked into a bar
it was a time bar
everything that happened
happens twice
or more
or not at all
depending on how
you step across the floor
which table you take
which tune on the jukebox
gets you snapping and shaking
oh my what a time
we had lighting that gaslamp
singing that national anthem
every hour a different nation
take a knee take a stand
take a break take a sip
of  this fine time-brewed
liqueur, oh all the flavors
of  home all the mystique
of  bathtub gin
begin again
there was a reason
we liked karaoke
turns out pretending
is a survival skill
as long as nobody
looks in the mirror.

- Kyla Houbolt

Homeland 

Home is a place you won’t see again
Home’s what you lost when you boarded the boat
Home’s the songs that keep you sane
Home is the seeds in the hem of  your coat

Home is the warm soft bread that you bake
Home is the old-country clothes that you make
Home is the musical language you speak
Home is the garden where you plant the seeds

Home is the tree that grows from your seeds
Home is the shelter and shade of  the tree
Home is the love in your children’s eyes
Home: the new community they find

- Juliet Wilson
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How to return, in the end

Leave a place whole.
Return missing what’s missing - 
you, and the riverbank, 
both bitten into. 

My feet often make decisions alone - I run
off  the trail, where a kid once disappeared. He persists
in each fern-crack footfall - maybe
fishing, or in hot study of  mud and insect, then
the noisy space of  an absence.

They raked the current that spring, buzzed by arrowing swifts
returned, hunting for their birthing-trees -  lost
to the housing development. Even birds
can’t nest with ghosts.

I don’t know if  they found a body, but this body knows
it’s not right to trap a swelling river
within a thin skin – the water of  a person
flows back to its source, so here
we are, shoes lost, toes mudded,
seeing swallows.

The sign warns
of  runoff, but I’m floating with bones
that remember things clean.

- Ankh Spice

Caroline Grand-Clement
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The Journey Home

Men who heard the siren’s song were drowned,
they never returned to their wives or children.

11:00 pm
‘My Wayyyyyyyyyyyyyy’
Is their
song of
choice:
sung proud
in karaoke voice.
Their Alto
Brings red eyes
A tear.
It means
That, ‘now
The end
Is near’.
  
…
Stoically,
the Siren expels,
The late hour's
unholy trinity with ease,
And casts men into darkness:
'Time gentleman please'
...
The journey home is perilous.
There are sirens in the distance.
Drowned souls haunt the shadows.
Med users and spice traders marauder.
He fears the Alleys of  Shadows, faeces and needles,
fallen Children of  Zeus on two-wheel-chariots,
And thieves chasing dragons.
…
The tall broken streetlights bow
Their heads
As if  in prayer,
And lead him,
into darkness
From despair.

- David Rudd-Mitchell

Robert Cannon
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/If  a house in the forest is abandoned and no one is there to see it/

I wonder, when we are fascinated with the abandoned, with the deserted, with the hollowed out and emp-
ty, if  it is life or death we are staring in the guts. If  there are ghosts out there, I bet they only laugh at our 
eager impatience. Scientifically, if  you can use science in this context, things are “creepy,”like abandoned 
houses, when they evoke a sense of  “nearly” human. Nearly but not enough. 

I imagine that this is in the same way that online face recognition software often identifies me as some-
thing that’s not quite a real person. The closest I get to “human” is “construction worker”…? For con-
text, this information all comes from “Imagenet roulette” – a viral online art project (displayed as part 
of  the “Training Humans” exhibition in Milan) which used identification software mimicking that which 
mined the associations of  real people with images of  faces and fed these associations to AI in order to 
come up with presumed identity tags. I was told what I was after I uploaded a picture of  myself. I had 
wanted it to say beautiful, hot, woman… I had wanted to be validated, even by a robot, to think that 
beauty might mean I could stay longer than tattoed grafitti on an abandoned wall.

I think people feel drawn to get tattoos as a way to make a home in their own skin, which is funny to me, 
really, because its the one definitive home we have.  I could make a list of  places I’ve made homes with-
out intending to. The last was the pub where I used to work – a pub that meant seeing the same faces and 
knowing the ends to every conversation before they began. It became somewhere I had to leave in order 
to get anywhere with my life. 

Ever since I was young, I’ve been desperately interested in abandoned places and even now I have an 
insane YouTube suggestion system based off  my history of  watching abandoned theme park videos. I 
would return to my old house all the time- even in my dreams- and expect it to be empty. When we were 
about 10, me and my best friend summouned all our courage and asked the new owners of  my old house 
if  we could look around. Other than the fact that they thought we were some sort of  crowd-funded teen-
age crime programme as we ran upstairs and woke their baby up, nothing about it felt real. 

I think I had want to be reminded of  how much had come before, another life on another side of  the 
wall, and how fragile the plaster between then and now. Maybe if  we could see the way these things visi-
bly fall apart, we’d pay more attention to climate change.

It’s estimated that in 20 years, most villages will have to be evacuated due to flooding and other natural 
hazards.

The Earth isn’t any of  this and I don’t need to say it. That it isn’t dollhouse homes and tourist attractions. 
Forget the tiny bricks in thee tiny houses, it’s not the Earth, we are destroying, really, it’s our ability to ex-
ist within it. Things can only be abandoned if  someone can be there to perceive the loss and the ending. 

-Beth Longman
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The Psycho-Geography of  a House

O God, I could be bounded in a nutshell and count myself  a King of  infinite space.
       HAMLET, II: 2

Covenant construction firms fold gridlines,
identical dwellings, the same beams cross
the same oblong corridors and stairwells.

With one foot on the landing, recently 
vacuumed carpet fibres deftly pronounce 
a passage to you and the bannister.

You can make a brew blindfolded, fold the
towel length-ways on the radiator
and dust down the same obscure flea market

frames that fixes your school-uniform-self.
Ties, still knotted in the wardrobe, hung up
next to that indulgent shirt never worn.

Moth-ridden, lofted thoughts follow the knives
to that draw previously out of  reach.
The shrill neighbours call is detrimental 

to the spider plotting on the cornice.
One must wonder, do all the outlasting 
tenants decorate with shared wallpaper?

It is libidinous daddy long legs
that recalls an intruder, under the
winter duvet and sleep paralysis. 

These walls built by an unknown bricklayer,
are a product of  our space and hindrance,
they contain real physical memoirs

by that token welcome sign on the porch.
Like those Christmas nutshells in the armchair.
But, as we tread on felled wooden floorboards,

that spatial justice is fundamental
for us to trespass in our own home, and
for skin to fall like dust from elders past.

- Alastair Hesp

Ink in veins
Skin as draft
Home is where
My pieces are.

-Dimitris Nikou 
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Girl Gang

My anxiety is the party they always 
want to crash
and if  the music is lame they will 
bring their own mixtapes

they write the score to my life some-
times 
I speak in soap operas - they get 
themselves some popcorn

my gay is the snack they always want 
more of
delivered to their inboxes in sizeable 
bites

they devour

until nothing is left of  my ginger-
bread closet
and we hold hands on campus sim-
ply because we can

when they hold my mind in their 
hands, I hold theirs
we wrap our arms around the castles 
we build for ourselves

out of  the things we do not think we 
can achieve 
they swim before our eyes as we cry 
on the phone

we are afraid together
until we can feel safe again. 

- Josefine Stargardt

yellow walls

I repainted the guts of  my shell
in shades of  plastic and buttercup.

I just did it,
one wall at a time 
with masking tape and towels,
like a birth.

I sleep so much better now,
knowing that it’s never
truly dark.

The sunlight 
stays late sometimes,
fondling my shoulders 
before climbing out 
my bedroom window 

leaving its eyelashes 
clinging 
to my yellow walls.

- Ellora Sutton

Scented
 
She always had the smell of  daisies
at her wrist, a Jonathan Van Ness 
waft diffusing from the bathroom. It 
eventually tied in with oils, 
invigorating extracts of  herbs 
(minus one) that would mist up from 
alternating colours, oscillating 
through the open doors to give you 
some sort of  benefit. There was the 
smell of  shampoo and hairspray, of  
the salon and nail polish, heaven
 and earth, at least until she 
switched to acrylic. Nauseating 
gusts of  chicken legs and fried eggs 
stalked up the stairs. Sauces and 
taco spice, too, more inviting, But 
it was always a smell that was her,
in its waves of  up and down and good
and bad and food and moods and love
and her—

- Juliette Sebock
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Never in America

My father orders a particular chicken every time he sees it on a menu:

цыплёнок табака́ 

chicken tabaka

tsitsila tapaka

and once, incorrectly, “Caucus Chicken”.

He complains every time that it’s insufficient, not how he remembers, wrong.

The only place in America that ever came close was a restaurant in West Hollywood above his 
sister’s deli with the pink boxes and slices of  sausage in dry wax paper. He said the bazhe wasn’t sour 
enough, but the chicken was good, crisp and flat. 

My mother hates it when he makes a scene and he always does, but for her, it’s the tomatoes. Like 
water Here, but There is a flavor, distinct and juicy. To a visiting friend or to the past seven, she’ll 
hunt for the exact ripe fruit, settle for imported seeds and American soil in the “international 
market”, bumping elbows with Armenians and Czechs, all speaking Russian. 

There are lifetimes in explaining the taste of  loss, the awareness of  distance repeating diagonal cuts 
like little diamonds in fat slabs of  cucumbers, salted enough but not much, crunching whole in the 
mouth, pickling the tongue and drying the cheeks. 

Never in America will you find a real watermelon with fat black seeds planted in the red flesh, like 
unkempt rows of  Zaporozhye fruit, the mouth velvet, the jagged wound edge, weeping at a friend’s 
twentieth birthday when she orders the chicken. A taste can’t contain telling my Moscow friend 
“мой папа” when she asks me what’s wrong. It’s insufficient, she knows. 

My father and his sister don’t talk anymore, and the restaurant is gone now. The rent got too high. 
I tried going back, found a note in half-Georgian, stuck to the door on an unfolded pink box from 
below. 

He won’t find the right chicken. The right chicken was left in Tbilisi, on a tank or in an old Lada. It’s 
There, the first red tomato fresh after the winter, the puncture of  impatient teeth coming home to 
Odessa, going out to the dacha. The last of  the salo on rye in the days before spring, soft, salty and 
warm. 

- Adrian Belmes

Jim Young
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